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HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 

LfBRARY 
fLORtDA STATE COLLEGE FOR WO E 

TALLAHASSEE, FLA. 

The problem attacked in the present investigation is one 

of phenomena which seem to be most adequately expressed in 

Gestalt terms. This condition arises from the fact that Gestalt 

theory had its inception in certain experiments on perception 

and from the fact that the findings of . other investigators 

of similar problems have been couched in Gestalt terminology. 

Because of the former fact we should expect Gestalt theory to 

place essential emphasis on problems of perception, and because 

of the latter fact the use of any other terminology would 

demand a translation for comparison with the work of other 

investigators. 

An attempt will be made, then, to show how the Gestalt 

theory developed. Although it would be possible to contrast 

the Gestalt theory with almost any of the other theories, the 

movement actually came into existence largely as a protest 

against the Titchenerian viewpoint. A consideration of 

Titchener's theory of perception will be given as it appeared 

in a text which was published shortly before what the Gestalt 

psychologists consider as the beginning or Gestalt theory 

proper. 

Titchener (24) starts from an analytical viewpoint, 

seeking for the atoms of perception. These he names sensa

tions, which he defines as "elementary mental processes." 

Their "bodily condition is the stimulation of some particular 
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bodily organ.'• The sensation is not present in everyday 

mental experience , but it is justified as an existential 

unit since at least s::>me subjects are able to arrive at it 

by a process of scientific analysis. It is an abstraction 

from actual mental experience, the simplest items of which 

are the perception and the idea, the idea being different 

from the perception only in that it is made up wholly of 

images. 

Sensations, according to Titchener's view, fuse to 

contribute toward perception under the laws of sensory connec

tion and of attention. The laws of attention treat of the 

redistribution of mental contents into two levels on the basis 

of clearness and obscurity. Titchener himself considered 

only two levels, the foveal and the marginal, but some of 

the later experimental findings (6) have indicated several 

levels. Attention has three stages of development: (a) 

primary attention, which is determined by the powerful action 

of certain stimuli on the nervous system; (b) secondary 

attention, "during which the center of consciousness is held 

by certain perception or idea, but is held in the fact of 

opposition" (24, p. 2?5); and (o) derived primary attention, 

in which this idea undisputedly ascends over its rivals. The 

incorporated group of sensations is supplemented by images 

to form the perceptions. Another characteristic or the 

perception is a fringe, a background, a context. This context 

is the psychological equivalent of logical meaning, and is 

used in the sense or a "mental process which accrues to the 
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given process through the situation in which the organism 

finds itself." 

The whole approach to the problems of' psychology, 

which is defined as the science of the mind, is made on a 

basis of introspective data. Indeed, at no stage in the 

development of the response from its first undifferentiated 

condition to its final form does it stand in point-to-point 

relationship with the stimulus pattern. This ''constancy 

hypothesistt is one of the most vulnerable points of the whole 

existential view. 

Carrying the "constancy hypothesis" to its lo ical 

conclusion, Titchener says one can take it only as a 

suggestion that the arrangement of sensations to correspond 

with their stimuli is, in the last resort, a matter of habit; 

that is, those impressions occur together in perception which 

usually occur together in the stimulus. The theory on which 

he bases his discussion os spatial perception takes extent 

to be an attribute of certain classes of sensation, holds 

localization to be a corollary of extent, and tries to f11.nd 

definite secondary conditions for depth perception. Notably 

in the case of spatial illusions we may have a modification 

of the perception by associated ideas or by general dis

position (cortical set) . 

It was this very problem of space perception-together 

with the closely allied problem of time perception-which 

had earlier given rise to a different view of perception. 
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This view and the m~nner in which Gestalt psychology developed 

from it are to be found concisely and comprehensively treated 

by both Boring (1) and Helson (12). These secondary sources 

are used in the discussion which follows. 

The new view incorporated the concept of form-quality 
ft 

(Gestalt Qualitet), which may be said to have had its 

beginning when Ernst Mach brought out that form is~~ 

an experience independent of quality. Ehrenfels approached 

the problem through a consideration of whether form in space 

and time is a new quality or a combination of qualities, a 

question which he answered in favor of the former alternative. 

Since the four lines which make up a square are the sensa

tions which underlie the perception of a square, they may 

be called for this perception the Fundamente; all together 

they may be said to form the Grundlage. However, "sq:uareness" 

is inherent in no one of these elementary Fundamente; it 

appears only when they are brought together as Grundlage. 

In addition, form is obviously immediately experiential. 

Therefore, it must be a new element, a form-quality. This 

form-quality he considered to be distinctly secondary to the 

Fundamente; it depends upon them for its occurrence although 

it may vary independently of them. 

A consideration of form-quality led to the establishment 

by Ehrenfels of two fundamental characteristics of configura

tional structure. First, a configuration possesses properties 

which are over and above its parts and which can not be 

derived from them. Second, a configuration is transposable 
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since it is not dependent upon any given set of elements. 

Meinong used terms which were practically thee uivalent 

of Ehrenfel's Fundamente and Grundlage. These were, re

spectively, "founding content" and 'tfounded content. n 

However, he introduced many terms, most important among which 

was that pertaining to a special activity which made from 

the sensory elements a unitary, structured whole. His followers, 

among whom are Witasek and Benussi, held the view that an 

activity of central origin gives rise to form, patte~n, and 

structure. But the school was not destined to last for long. 

To quote Boring (1), "The doctrine of form-quality was at 

bottom a criticism of elementarism, which failed in its 

original form because it added merely a new element instead 

of offering a new view to psychological analysis." 

A denial of this whole perception theory, which was 

branded by members of the new school as falsely atomic, was 

to grow out of the discovery of a new phenomenon of movement. 

Psychologists had considered perception of movement, like 

all other perceptions, as analyzable into sensations - it 

involved a series of sensations. The phenomenon which did 

not lend itself to explanation in these terms wes Wertheimer's 

phi-phenomenon. He found that with an interv 1 of 0.03 

seconds between 0.05 second exposures of two narrow vertical 

light streaks the subject sees the lights as simultaneous; 

when the interval is increased to 0.2 seconds he sees them 

as successive but stationary. With the shorter intervals 

intermediate between these two values there is apparent 
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movement of both lights or movement of the fir~t light only . 

On the basis of t hese results he hypothecated a purely visu 1 

perception of movement without perception of the moving 

object. Movement is~~ an experience. In order to free 

the phenomenon from any shackles of the contemporary theory 

of sensations, he coi ned the name ~-phe nomenon for it. 

Thus we are led to believe that there is not any point

to-point relation between the stimulus and the phenomenon 

such as the "constancy hypothesis" asserts. For, the Gestalt 

psycholo g ists ask, how can per ce ptio n of movement be the 

result of a concatenation of' pe rceptions of the stimulus

object at divers points along the line of move ment if it is 

possible to perceive movement when there~ E:E_ stimulus 

present at these intermediate points? The only stimuli in 

the phi-phenomenon are two lights successively exposed at 

different points in space. The "constancy hypothesis" can-

not show how perception A plus perception B gives an experience 

of the stimulus object of A moving into position of the 

stimulus object B. Movement is to be thought of as a whole, 

a Geste.lt, and not as a 0 bundle" of sensations. 

Wertheimer discussed with Kohler and Kaffka the meaning 

of his method end results and the three of them (1911) saw 

a new approach opened to the problems of experi ment al psy

chology. The new school, Gestalt psychology (1, pp. 576 f.), 

is a revolt against analysis into elements, the ttconstancy 

hypothesis, t, associationism, and the concept of attention. 

Its positive contributions are, according to Boring: (1) the 
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concept of wholeness, i.e., that the whole is greater than 
Tf 

the sum of its parts; and (2) the law of pregnancy (Pragnanz}, 

i.e., that there is a tendency for Gestalten to complete or 

emphasize their natural form. There are two important cases 

of this second law: (1) the law of closure, i.e., that 

incomplete normal figures tend to complete themselves; and 

(2) the law of figure and ground. 

Helson meets the issue with the "constancy hypothesis" 

in the following words (12, p. 351): 

The doctrines of unconscious or false 
judgments, unnoticed sensations, and 
imaginative completions, all spring from 
the same source, a desire to preserve the 
constant value which a constant stimulus is 
supposed to have for the organism under all 
conditions. But phenomenal fields may vary 
while the physical stimuli remain constant. 
To maintain that unobservable processes are 
responsible for the variation means, says 
Kohler, that the whole problem is withdrawn 
from observation; and then one ad hoc 
explanation is es good as another.--

He also describes the revolt against the concepts of 

attention, association, sensation, and judgment (12, p. 359): 

What will be clear or attended to 
depends upon configuration or structure, 
and is explicable from such factors as 
position within the structure, whether a 
field is figure or ground, how the con
figuration conforms to laws of simplicity, 
pregnancy, or precision (Pragnanz), 
symmetry, and the like. Descriptions 
formulated in these terms show how 
structures behave, whereas such terms es 
· tte Ltion, sensatio1, nd judgment 
divorce the content from its form and 
context and imply that only external 
modifications have taken place in perception 
•••••••• A configuration may be more 
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impressive or nay be preferred in perception, 
imagination, or memory for ony one of a 
number of reasons: either it is a 'bettertt 
configurotion, "more n tural" or, having 
appeared before, it has left a "configura
tional disposition" making its reappearance 
on subsequent occasions easier. 

It is not difficult to see that this view, to which 

the problems of perception gave rise, should place especial 

emphasis on these problems. The theory has found application 

in all of the branches of psychology, but perception of movem nt 

and of visual configurations in partic _ular have been subjected 

frequently to experimental investigation. Why the latter 

has been investigated often should be clear from the discus

sion of Wertheimer's work. Visual experience has long been 

considered the field in which the formal character of "whole

ness" of experience stands out most patently. Visual con

.figurations seem to demonstrate most unmistakably how the 

whole may have characteristics or attributes which are not 

brought about by the simple summation of the constituent 

parts. For instance, how does squareness inhere in the four 

lines which make up the square? How is angularity to be 

explained in terms of constituent lines? These and similar 

questions at first glance seem quite absurd. The Gestalt 

psychologists would say that perceptions are primary data of 

experience; analysis into such units as sensations is both 

viscious and misleading. They are not concerned with what 

those whom they call atomists would term the effect of a 

complex of sensations ; this itself is the primary datlllU of 

experience. 



Experientially, then, we cannot go back of perception. 

This truth early pointed thew y to a study of the ropertie 

of configurations. It w s found th t chief among those ch r

acteristics of a constellation of units which tend toward 

being perceived as configurations are spatial contiguity, 

symmetry, closure, and sunilarity of form and color. Important 

also is the attitude of the subject, •hich may sometimes 

transcend the above tendencies. 

Parenthetically it should ·be noted that these char cter

istics, with the exception of closure, are not among the 

mooted questions. The concept of closure is a special case 

of the law of "goodness," whose formulation is none too clear 

and whose truth has been challenged. Helson (12, p. 19) 

asserts the need of the substitution of more "specific terms 

denoting observable configurational properties like arti

culated, chaotic, non-membered, homogeneous, etc." This is 

possible within a certain domain, according to Von Allesch 

( 13, p. 17) • 

Conflict over the problem has arisen, notably between 

Gestalt psychologists and the American school of motor 

psychology. Margaret Washburn (2?) contends that the 

phenomena may be expressed in motor terms. ttWhat (she says) 

is the real nature of those patterns which the configura

tionalists call good or natural configurations? They are 

patterns whose elements are so arranged as to suggest re

action by a single movement to the whole group." As an 

illustration of the inadequacy of the Gestalt point of view 



she takes the fam ili a r s iz e il lus i ons shown in figur e 1. 

The circle loo k l ar ger tha n B an d C loo ks l arger than D. 

0 
0®0 

0 

C 

Fi gure 1 
I llusi n of S Zt1 

(Aft e r ,Vashburn) 

0 

Gestalt psychologists would apply the princi ple of contrast 

in the first place and of assimilation in the second; but 

they give no "deeper lying principle to explain why one 

figure would produce emphasis and the other assi milation." 

ertheimer (20, p. 158) answered that here is but one more 

principle of sensory segregation and organization. 

However, despite the fact that the larger principle 
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is in dispute, the concept of clo ure it elf h r ceived 

an abundance of experimental proof both from G strlt 

followers and from psychologists of other schools. Investi

gation has been chiefly on tactu 1 and visual perception. 

An example of the work on tactu l perception is th t of 

Ziler and Barret (32), who found th t ttthe perceptual forn 

of point figures is, in mony cases, completed by tactual 

tied im gery, which be rs very close psychological resembl nee 

to the corresponding sen ory experience; in other ca e, the 

completion is in terms of visual imagery.' qu ntitative 

approach using visual perception w ma e by Ganguli {10) 

who used a circle with gaps of 0-45 degrees. He found th t 

the limen for the lower portio was greater th n that for 

the upper. 

Some of the fundament~l problems on the ·eneral subject 

of grouping can now be taken up for further discussion. 

Grouping was included in the experinents on ett~ntion pa, 

but it was taken up in its own right by 7ertheimer in 1 3 

( 21, pp. 157 f. ) . le found th t: ( 1) the u,. 1 n si il r 

tend to fonn units distinct from that which is dissimil r· 
' 

(2) relative distance my be determinative in instances 

where there is no ualitative difference; and {3) certain 

general kinds of organization have 

occurrence th n do other kinds. 

tron er tendency toward 

An interesting extension of the problem to animal 

psychology was made by Hertz who appro che the problem from 
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the standpoint of delaye re ction in the s ecie of bir 

G rrulus glana.arius. He found that ii' r\.,\th r t .J.e bird 

sees the experimenter put some food under Jot , it will 

soon come uown and et the fooa.. It reacts Vvi t 1out any 

difficulty when there is only one pot, but if there are 

more everything depends upon whether the food-covering ot 

(hereafter referred to as the positive pot) in some w y 

stands out from the rest of the aggregate. If it is ut 

in a regular line with the others so th t for human vision 

it is an indifferent · ember, even though the pots are sep

arated as widely as 25 c-., the bird haphazardly lift o e 

fter anoth r. However, s soon s the pot seeus to the 

hum~n observer to be strikingly apart, the bird selects it 

at once. Thus, if the positive pot is pl ced 10 c . away 

from a str ight line formed by placing the other pots tan

gent to one another, the bird chooses it irurnecti tely. If 

three pots are used in a straight line, the distance from 

the positive pot to the next being 2 cm., the bird reacts 

correctly; however, if the distance from the positive pot 

to the next one is lessened to 3 cm., the bird turns over 

the pots haphazardly. In contrast to the situation in which 

the pots ere placed in a straight row 25 cm. apart is that 

in which for human perception the negative pots (See figure 2) 

form a closed ellipse and the positive pot is placed tangent to 

one of them. Whereas, in the first instance the bird tried 

the pots in random order, as has been noted; in the second 

instance it chose the positive pot at once. Thus we see that 
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the total constell tion, not single objective distances, is 

decisive. Hertz extended the investig tion to sho also 

Figure 2 
Effect of grouping on the delayed re
action o~ the bird Garrulus Glendarius 
(After Kohler). For explanation see text. 

the application of other principles such as size and chrora. 

Finally, we have an experiment on visual perception 

in human subjects. 3ince this investigation includes findings 

on almost every phase of the field, its results will be re

ported rather fully. It was performed by Ehrenstein (7} who 

worked with tachistoscopic presentation of visual patterns to 

three trained observers. His material was bits of colored 

paper pasted upon a white background. The exposure time was 

300 - 500 sigma. The degree to which the pattern formed by 

the papers stood out es a figure was taken as a criterion of 

grouping. His study may be summarized as follows: 

1. Conditions under which a single form stood out 

a. In a group of 12 - 15 irregularily-formed dark bits 
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of paper, the red became the figure. 

b. In a group of irregularly-formed bits of dark paper, 

a dark square became the figure. In a group of d rk 

s uares of equal area, an irregularly-formed bit of 

paper became the figure. 

c. In a group of irreguler dark bits of paper, the 

largest was the most impressive. 

d. The circle had the strongest tendency to be perceived, 

the square came second, and the rectangle ·nd the 

triangle followed this. 

e. In a variety of irregular forms, th t which had 

long points stood out es a figure most easily. 

f. In a group of dark bits of paper, that one which had 

been seen before stood out. 

, 11. Ielative streneths of divers figure tendencies 

a. Regarding color 

1. Color was stronger than form. 

2. Color prevailed over greater area. 

3. The attitude of the observer was stronger 

than color. 

4. Circularity was stronger but squareness weaker 

than color. 

5. Sharp points ·ere stronger than color. 

b. Regarding difference of form 

1. Difference of form was stronger than greater 

area. 
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2. Conflicting attitude of the observer was 

stronger than difference in form. 

3. A familiar form stood out in a group of 

different forms . 

4. In a group of irregular forms the ja .ed or 

pointed stood out most cle~rly. 

5. Conflicting attitude of observer was stronger 

than greater area . 

6. Ceteris paribus, a small circle stood out above 

a very much larger area. 

7. Sharp points stood out above greater area. 

8. Sometimes characteristic form and sometimes 

conflicting attitude wrs the stronger. 

9. Sharp-pointedness stood out above characteristic 

form except in the case of the circle. 

10. The conflict between antagonistic attitude and 

sharp-pointedness was unresolvable. 

11. fuen the characteristic form was circularity, the 

conflict between it and sharp-pointedness was 

unresolvable; with weaker forms sharp-pointedness 

prevailed. 

12. Circularity stood out very stron ly above 

s uareness, rectan ul rity, d tria gularity. 

111. Tendencies toward the groupin of figure ~ of 11 e 

color, like for , nu near position , withs etrical 

relation, a common boundary, and impressiveness, 
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together with a favorable ttitu~e on the 

p rt of the subject 

l V. Findings where there was conflict among the 

te 1der.lcies listed i· 111 above 

a. Like color was s tron ·er tl ' .L li e for . 

b. :r.re rness Vias stro1 er tha 1 color. 

c . The conflict bet een color 

unresolv ble . 

sy1r etr- ms 

d . Color J stronger -than comma bo d. ry. 

e . in arbitrarily bdopte --t titude was stronger 

then color. 

f . Nearness was stron ·er than for • 

g . Form v.as s tron er th-- n s~nmnetr • 

h. As uare which , s included with irre~uler 

figures in a comrnon bow.nd· r- 10.s tro. •:.)r t a 

a s4.uare of ey_Uul uize ot soi cludea .. Her , 

lso , the ci role vr· s even stronger t ha the sllu re. 

i . The ·roup-forrni J.g tencle.1. cy of 1~eate:r iJ. ~ ressiveness 

wi.s stro ... ger thL 1 forrn . 

j . The group-for1.1i.t.:.g stre ~th of n arbitrarily

do ted at ti tu e \. Gs c tronger than form . 

l,. . The u ·.:-o u _ - · · o . J · ... _ t j l~ \.,. s 1 c "' of nearness , ~ s 

stron ger than th t of s: .:rrnt y . 

1 • . e1 ~~ e bitb s 1rr unded by a line 1ere 

plac ed a bout five ti ,le ~ fti..r r ss t ... _os e 

of another c onste ll t io n , t t e dency to\; 

O' 
0 p f or.1.natio v~s stronger in the seco d c se . 
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e t.ile· 

1 • ... ~rbit rily-aaopte ttitu 1i s stro 16 e 

th .n 11e:--·ne s . 

o. Co ,.on Loun &r h· a a stro €:/3r teHaenc.1 :ard. 

6- u·" fo .. ~c. tio:.i tht. t - b<i '"' ..1etry . 

p. The group-for1in~ stre gth of ~re dter i JJres 

si venes pr ev· iled over th · t of s .1.u. t 

• 1 .1. brbi traril -a opte utti tuue ,as stro 1g.___r 

th n s" · :: et r • 

r. The co flict between co ruon bouridar, a1d iL

pressiv ness · s not resolved. 

s. ~rbitrarily-ado ted attitude w s tro1~ r th 

in ressiveness with bits of paper the srme size. 

Thus we see that the study of phenomen of vh t we 

might term ~m1ero l grou ing has been rather comprehe .. si ve. 

However, v1hat mi ht be ter 1ed a speci 1 c· of this · robl 

has not been subjected to i1vestigation. Give .. t~o or more 

groups, what dete~rines whether or rot they my combine under 

certain conditions to form a ne~ complex or new complexe? 

This formation of new complexes is the meaning of the term 

assimilation as it is used in the present investigation. 

Th t under certain conditions sp tial separation transcends 

ny tendency to ,ard assimilation seffi s to ~uite · pparent. 

If, to ta e c. simple illustr · tion, re consi ,er tvrn fi ures 

such as ,ould form the two halves of u rect n~le ~hen 1 ced 

contiguously, 11hat determines the spatial separation at 

whic h the two figures will be perceived as forming a rectangle? 
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If the fi ures a proach e ch other rl co 10 a i of 

symmetry, Fill ssimilatio take place hen the f gu es 

are relativ ly far apart? If t e figures re open will 

they ssimil teat a le s or greater distance th n if t y 

re closed? Are thee ny int erme iate st p b t ,een er 

ce tion of the figures· s i ndepende t confi urations and 

the perce tion of them s single configuration? 

These and other quest ions do not seen to be ans ered 

experimentally, lthough the condition of a similation h s 

been used in several investig tions. The perception of 

visu 1 p· tterns in which a relatively si ple georuetrica l 

figure was concee.led by nother figure was investigated by 

Gottschaldt (20, pp . 206 f.) and by Galli and Zama (9}. 

Gottsch ldt's purpose was to investigate the effect of 

experience on grouping. Since previous experimenters had 

held th t past experience has its effect on form in ependently 

of the subject's knowledge of the correspon ence of out-line, 

he sinply preceded the complex fi ·ures with a series of 

imple figures. Then hen the complex fi ures were pre

sented he asked the subject for a description of what he saw. 

ith three previous exposures of the simple forms the tr ining 

had no effect on the subsequent perception in more than 90% 

of the cases. When the number of previous exposures was 

increased to 520 with new subjects, the first findings held 

as true. 

Galli and Zama, whose work is a contribution to Gemelli's 
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theory of perception (11}, o co ilii th two om tricc..l -

figures into a yrbol that the figure had one or mor 

parts in common. He found that one or the other figure may 

be .uppressed in the perception, but one figure can conceal 

the other orily if it i "more pregn nt with me ning or if 

its part form a more unified tructur • then the two 

figures are equally meaningful, rivalry exist between 

them. The more meaningful figure appe r oft n as 1 rger 

or with tronger designation of the lin than the le 

meaningful figure. In the case of equally pithy figures, 

they are often located at different levels." 

The influence of the complex on the figure that 

go to make it up is noted in Fuch's work on the change 

of color under the influence of Gestalten (28, pp. 394 f.). 

He found that if the grey circl in the c nter (See figure 

3) i assimilated into a red plus sign, it will take on 

a red color. On the other hand, if it is seen as part of 

the cross, it will be seen a green. 

Thus we see that assimilation of figures is a phenomenon 

whose effects are rather wide. It is the aim of the 

present experiment, as has been stated, to approach its 

development aspect. The mat rial of Ehr nst in i ad ~u t 

for th writer's own purpos exc pt for th fact that it 

was thought desirable to obtain a reproduction of the 

pattern in order to measur its difficulty. 

Seifert (16 , p. 541) worked with tachistoscopically-
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Change of color under the 
influence of as imilation 

(Adapted from Wheeler) 
(For explanation see text) 

expo ed figures that w re made up either of full line 

or of isolated dots. Thi difference in com onent unit 

had no effect on the p rception of the fi ure. It 

eemed that the present problem might be approached 

through the u e of dots proj ct d upon a homogeneous fi 1. 

Similar materi 1 has been used by Craft (4 and 5) in 

hi work on primacy nd recency and on ·hole and p rt 

m thods. Heu d? row of? dot each placed equidi tant. 

The pattern was formed by joining certain dot with a 

continuous line . Dunlap (15) for his Location Memory Test 

used 49 capital 0' spaced equidistant in? rows of? 

each . The pattern was formed by bl eking cert in 0' • 
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APPARATUS 

None of the mterials in the studies summarized in 

the section on the historical background took into account 

the requirements of the present study on such matters as 

size and spacing of the field on which the pattern was to 

be drawn. The adoption of 9 as the number of units to a 

row to constitute the field was made on a purely a priori 

basis. Several possible fields (See figure 4) differing 

in diameters of units, in center-to-center spacing, and in 

outline thickness were used. A nine-unit pattern that 

clearly formed an integrated group was put on different 

fields to determine on which it was most clearly recognized. 

In addition, it was necessary in choosing the field that the 

units be separated widely enough to prevent confusion in re

production. In order that the visual effect of the reproduced 

pattern should most closely resemble that of the stimulus 

pattern, the stimulus distance was set the same as that which 

the subjects would employ most frequently during reproduction. 

This was taken to be 2 feet. 

The final adoption of one pattern-field from 13 possible 

fields was determined by the majority preference given by a 

group of 8 judges. These judges, among whom were 3 professional 

psychologists, did not take the role of reactor in either the 

preliminary or the main experimentation. The Field chosen 

{See figure 4 t.) consisted of rather thin-lined units, 3/16 
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inches in diameter, with a center-to-center spacing or 5/16 

inches. It was found that the capital "0" of Memphis type, 

number 16 light face, fulfilled these requirements. The 

Field was printed on a sheet of white paper 3 3/4 inches 

square. 

Presentation of the patterns was made by a tachistoscope 

employing a high-tension spring release of a black curtain. 

The window itself was 3 1/2 inches square, a size into which 

the patterns fitted conveniently. To insure clear illumination 

of the pattern, the instrument was placed facing two six-foot 

distant windows and all experimentation was performed between 

the hours of 8:00 A.M. and 5:30 P.M. The mechanism which 

controlled the curtain release was screened from the subject 

by a small rectangle of bakelite in order that its manipulation 

should not distract the attention of the subject. The 

tachistoscope was mounted so that it could be adjustable with 

respect to height and distance from the edge of the table. 

With the aid of an Eastman Timer, exposure time was manually 

controlled. 

The subject was equipped with diagrams like that on which 

the pattern was formed. He filled in the pattern with black 

and red marking pencils. 



Figure 4 

Fields trom which 

material was selected 

(For explanation see text) 

D = Outside diameter in incm ·s 

s = Center-to-center spacing 

in inches 
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GENERAL PROCEDURE 

1. Preliminary Experimentation 

A preliminary experiment was planned for the purpose 

of ascertaining (1) to what extent the adopted form of 

stimulus material might prove adequate in revealing indi

vidual differences in pattern perception and pattern re

production; end (2) to whet extent it is possible to design 

a graded series of stimulus patterns which might yield 

several levels of response in a scale of difficulties. 

For convenience of description, the patterns of the 

total series may be separated into two classes. In the 

first class, which consisted of half of the patterns, the 

units were arranged symmetrically with respect to the hori

zontal and vertical axes drawn through the center of the 

field; in the second class, which consisted of the other 

half of the patterns, the units were arranged et random. 

The order of presentation used for the whole group was random, 

except that nor more than two patterns of either class 

succeeded each other. 

Group 1 consisted of seven women students enrolled in 

elementary psychology at the Florida State College for Women. 

This group, as well as all others used in the experiment, 

was taken at random from the students enrolled in beginning 

psychology. Each subject was seated before the tachistoscope, 

which was then adjusted. The distance from the eyes to the 
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tachistoscope varied among individuals a few inches on either 

side of 2 feet. The height of the tachistoscope was adjusted 

for each subject so as to provide a line of focus perpendicular 

to the tachistoscope window at its center. Each subject was 

asked whether or not her eyes had been tested within the past 

two years and whether or not they had ever given her any 

trouble. Most of the subjects reporting any difficulty with 

their eyes wore glasses. Only one subject, who was blind in 

one eye, was rejected on the score of imperfect vision. 

A black marking pencil and a blank diagram were placed 

before the subject. The following instructions were read: 

"You are to be presented with a pattern formed by the 

blacking of certain circles arranged as on this diagram 

(indicating). The pattern will be exposed in the window 

before you (pointing to the tachistoscope window) for 5 

seconds, after which you are to reproduce it. Do you under

stand? I shall say 'ready' about a second before the pattern 

is exposed." 

In the event that the subject did not understand, the 

instructions were read a second time. A description of the 

series in general or of any particular members was requested 

after the presentation of all the patterns. 

In planning the patterns for Group 1 it had been necessary 

to employ what seemed to be the hardest symmetrical patterns 

and to use in them slightly more units than in the asymmetrical 

patterns. However, it was found that at least half of the 

subjects reproduced the symmetrical patterns perfectly, whereas 
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they reproduced the asymmetrical patterns very incompletely. 

In planning a second group of patterns, therefore, the 

number of units in each pattern was slightly increased and 

an attempt was made to effect greater organization of the 

asymmetrical patterns. This was brought about by placing 

some of the units in line formation. Thirty such patterns, 

equally divided into symmetrical and asymmetrical patterns, 

were constructed. Some of these patterns are illustrated 

in figure 5. 

These 30 patterns were then presented to a group of 14 

subjects. Instead of getting only one introspective report, 

as was done with Group l, each subject in Group 11 was asked 

for a report after the presentation of each pattern. The 

first few subjects were asked to tell only what they could 

about the pattern, but later a set of questions suggested 

by the reports themselves was formulated. The terminology 

employed by the subjects themselves was used to make the 

questions most meaningful. These terms seem to be quite 

clear except for the expression "definite pattern." This 

phrase was accepted only because it was used almost unani

mously by the subjects. 

The final list of questions is given as it was used with 

Group 111, which is described below: 

1. Did the pattern stand out as a whole or as individual dots? 

2. Did it have a definite pattern? (If the subject answered 

affirmatively) Describe the pattern. (If the subject 

answered negatively) What seemed to be the difficulty 

that it did not? 

3. What did you look for in the pattern? 
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4. How did you go about reproducing it? 

Forty-eight additional subjects, composing Group 111, 

were enlisted for more detailed studies. This group was 

divided into Sub-group A, which was comprised of 25 members 

of a particular class section, and Sub-group B, which was 

comprised of 23 members of a second section. Sub-group A 

was presented with patterns which Group 11 has reported as 

standing out as wholes and as having definite patterns. 

Sub-group B was presented with patterns which stood out as 

individual dots and had no definite pattern. Both series of 

patterns were graded on the basis of the results of Group 11. 

This grading took the following two forms: {l) one point was 

given for each unit correctly reproduced; and (2) one point 

was given for each unit correctly reproduced with an additional 

1/2 point given for each unit located not more than 5/16 of 

an inch from the correct position in the stimulus pattern. 

The raw and weighted scoring agreed within the limits demanded 

by an approximate gradation. 

For the purpose of ascertaining whether or not the report 

on a given pattern was affected largely by the nature of the 

patterns which precede it, the seventh pattern of Sub-group B 

was added as the eleventh pattern of Sub-group A, and the 

eighth pattern of Sub-group A was added as the eleventh pattern 

of Sub-group B. These common patterns are numbered land 2, 

respectively, of figure 5. 

It was found that the introspections on these patterns 

agreed with each other very closely. The following introspec-
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tive reports on pattern 2 will serve to illustrate this fact: 

(1) {From a member of Sub-group A) "It stood out as a whole. 

It had a definite pattern; I believe it was a hexagon. When 

I found it was a pattern I looked for a continuation of lines. 

I went about reproducing it by trying to reproduce the pattern." 

(From a member of Sub-group B) "It stood out as a whole. It 

had a pattern like the letter "O". I looked for a pattern. 

I copied the form of the pattern." Furthermore, the introspec

tions of the two sub-groups agreed rather closely with those 

given by the members of Group 11. It seems that the introspec

tions do not vary widely with the type of pattern presented. 

At least one is led to conclude that they are not significantly 

affected by this rather wide difference in pattern formation. 

The material was found to be well suited to the problem, 

since it was possible to so arrange a given number of units 

that they might be perceived as an assortment or individual 

units, as a single group, or as several groups. Pattern 1 of 

figure 5, for example, was usually described in terms of 2's 

and 3's, and pattern 3 was described as a straight line and 

some randomly placed dots. On the other hand, patterns 2 and 

4 were described as unitary groups. It is worthwhile in 

passing to mention that pattern 4 illustrates the well-known 

fact that a symmetrical pattern is seen as a group even when 

its units are widely separated. 

One further point came out of the introspective reports. 

The questions which were asked after the presentation of each 
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pattern seem to have had a significant effect on the per

ception of the patterns. In answer to one of the questions 

the subject would sometiroos rermrk, "I don't know about 

that. I'll notice next time and see what I do." If this 

observation of one's own response were permitted, the response 

could in no sense be called "spontaneous." 

This program of preliminary experimentation, in addition 

to revealing methods of evaluating individual differences in 

pattern perception and reproduction, and besides providing an 

insight into a tentative neans of setting certain limits of 

difficulty in response through the choice of stimulus-pattern 

material, has proved invaluable in establishing a number of 

precautions which must first be recognized and taken into 

account when this type of material is employed. 

11. Main Experimentation _ 

A. Stimulus Material 

The patterns {See figure 8) for Group lV, which is the 

main experimental group, were planned somewhat differently 

from those for the other groups. Seven patterns were so 

constructed that they seemed easily to be broken up into one 

pattern grouped around the central portion of the field, and 

one pattern at the extreme edge. For convenience of description, 

these patterns will hereafter be referred to as central figure 

and perirpheral figure, respectively. All of these seven 

patterns were constructed symmetrical with respect to the 
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horizontal and vertical axes. Eleven additional patterns 

were formed by shifting the whole central figure. In each 

of the remaining? patterns, the patterns of? of the original 

18 were duplicated except that the central figure was colored 

red. This gave a total of 25 patterns differing as to symmetry. 

Nine patterns were symmetrical with respect to the horizontal 

and vertical axes, four were symmetrical with respect to the 

diagonal axis drawn from upper left to lower right, six were 

synuretrical with respect to the vertical axis, one was 

symnetrical with respect to the horizontal axis, and five had 

no axis of symmetry. 

It is convenient to refer to each one of the seven 

original patterns (together with each of the patterns formed 

by shifting the central figure) as a series. In the illustra

tions to which reference was made above, the number on the 

right below each pattern refers to its position in the 

presentation order, and the number on the left refers to 

its series. In planning the order of presentation an attempt 

was made to so arrange the patterns that no particular class 

ot patterns was unevenly distributed. The classes taken into 

consideration here were the patterns symmetrical with respect 

to both the horizontal and the vertical axes, patterns be

longing to a particular series, and patterns the central 

figure of which is red. 
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B. Subjects 

Group lV, in which 6 men and 14 women subjects were 

used, was taken from beginning classes. In order that the 

group be more nearly homogeneous and more closely similar 

to the preliminary groups, the students over 30 years old 

were not used. The only further criterion used in the 

selection of subjects was visual acuity. Just before the 

presentation of the patterns each subject was requested to 

read the 20-foot line of Snellen's chart. It was found 

necessary to reject only one subject, who is not included 

in the above 30, because of failure to read the majority 

or the characters. 

c. Procedure 

Each subject was seated 22 inches from the tachistoscope. 

This distance was determined from a point on the frame of the 

tachistoscope to the forehead of the subject. The height or 

the tachistoscope window at its center. A sheet of instruc

tions, a blank diagram, and red and black pencils were placed 

before him. The instructions read as follows: 

tt'You are to be presented with a pattern drawn on a 

diagram just like the one before you. The pattern is formed 

by coloring certain ones of the circles balck, or by coloring 

some black and some red. If any red appears on the pattern, 

you will be told so just before it is presented. The pattern 

will be exposed in the window in front of you tor 3 seconds, 
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after which you are to reproduce it. The experimenter will 

say 'ready' about a second before the pattern is exposed." 

The exposure time was cut to 3 seconds in order to 

employ more simple patterns which would yet not be re

produced too nearly perfectly. After the presentation of 

each pattern the subject was asked, "Can you describe the 

pattern? Tell me how it looked to you, or tell me anything 

about it." Also, when all of the patterns had been presented, 

the subject was asked for any general remarks. If there 

was any point on which the experimenter thought the subject 

himself might be able to give any information, she asked for 

it after the subject had finished these general remarks. 
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RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS 

1. Limitations on Formulation and Interpretation of Results 

The limitations inherent in the approach to the problem 

are, in the main, two-fold: first, there are those sources 

of error inherent in the nature of the introspective reports; 

and, second, there are those arising from uncontrolled atti

tude. 

Important among the first sources is the tendency of 

the subjects to give incomplete reports. It was often 

impossible for E to extract information as to how the 

subject grouped the units of the pattern, and sometimes the 

subject went so far as to say that he was unable to describe 

a particular one of the patterns. A rather extreme case of 

this type of report is the typical introspection of Subject 

L, who said in connection with pattern 13 that "all colors 

were kind of even - I mean there weren't any more up at the 

top than down at the bottom." 

In some subjects there seemed to be a tendency to 

regard "description" as synonymous with "definition." 

Subject C, for example, gave a simple delineation of each 

unit in the reproduced pattern in terms of such and such a 

dot in such and such a row. Since it seemed highly im

probable to E that a subject could have counted out these 

positions in the three-second exposure period, she asked C 
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about her descriptions after the shale series . had been pre

sented. Subject C then said that, far from perceiving the 

patterns in any such manner, she had usually seen groups of 

dots forming patterns. A second extreme case of this type of 

difficulty was shown by subject 1, who was a graduate architect. 

When asked the usual question as to how the pattern looked to 

him, he submitted his reproduction and contended that he 

could give no better nor further description. After the test 

was over he insisted that he had been so train~ to analyze 

patterns that in most of the patterns of the series he did 

not get any grouping effects. His reports consisted almost 

entirely in a classification as to symmetry, which he gave 

more thoroughly than did any other subject. It is interesting 

to note that he reproduced 11 patterns perfectly, a score 

which was exceeded by only two subjects. However, the 

subject who made the highest score, 14, gave descriptions in 

terms of group-arrangement. 

Still a third type of difficulty was the submission of 

descriptions which were not borne out later. In two cases 

where it seemed from the reproduction itself that it was 

highly improbable for the subject to have perceived the 

pattern as he had described it, the experimenter asked him 

about the particular reproduction. Subject L, who had 

described pattern l? as a cross in which the left hand side 

was darker than the right, said she had really grouped the 

units as topmost 4, horizontal axis, and bottom 2. Subject J, 
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who had described the extreme upper left hand corner 4 of 

pattern 19 as two groups, said later that he had seen them 

all as one figure. 

It might be said that these errors could have .been 

averted had an observational rather than an introspectional 

approach been made. It seems that among the most adequate 

approaches of the former kind 1s the notation of the re

production-order or the individual units. Yet it was found 

impossible, in many cases, to use this information, which 

was recorded in the pres _ent experiment. Only under the 

condition that the groups were separated by relatively large 

spaces was it possible to rely on the accuracy of the ob

servation. It is quite possible that organic set resulting 

in a certain ease or speed of movement through contiguous 

points affected the order of pattern reproduction. It is 

clear that in such instances, a dominant neuro-muscular 

bias would greatly interfere with the accurate kinesthetic 

reproduction of the stimulus pattern as perceived. 

Again, the subject must be taken as the final arbiter 

in cases of his won perception. The perception as inferred 

from observation of the reproduction-order did not always 

agree with the report of the perception given by the subject. 

As an example of this lack of agreement, we may consider 

three reproductions of pattern 5. Tow subjects, C and L, 

reproduced the top and bottom in the order indicated by the 

black-dotted lines of figure 6. Subject C gave her usual 
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Figure 6 
Some reproduction orders of pattern 5. 

(For explanation see text) 

delineatory report as described above, and subject L said 

she did not know anything about the pattern. Subject 1 

reproduced the pattern as indicated by the red-dotted line, 

but he insisted that he could give no further description 

of it than to state that it was symmetrical. 

The importance of the effect of the second of these 

limitations, uncontrolled attitude, is one which the subjects 

themselves recognized. Although E never asked fqr any report 

on attitude, the subjects mentioned it six tines. In general, 

they seemed to be rather analytical with regard to the patterns. 

Subject R remarked that he looked for separate figures. 
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Further, the attitude of a given subject as indicated 

by oral report was not constant for all patterns. After the 

presentation of pattern 20 subject P remarked, "I think I'll 

have to look more in the middle from now on and see what I 

can get." Subject T, who in general gave very extensive 

introspections, remarked after pattern 3, "I've not been try

ing to see patterns at all, but these here, these here 

(pointing to individual units about on the pattern). In the 

first I got a pattern." His attitude was so markedly changed 

that after the next pattern he remarked, "I was so busy 

seeing patterns I don't know where they came." 

No way around this difficulty suggests itself. It is 

clearly shown in an experiment by Carmichael, Hogan, and 

Walter (3) that the reproduction may be influenced by the 

attitude of the observer. It must further be borne in mind 

that the difference between the attitudes represented in this 

experim3nt - i.e., the attitudes of looking for different 

objects - may not be as great as the difference between 

looking for separate units and looking for patterns. Perhaps 

it might be advantageous to specify the attitude all subjects 

should adopt or at least to ask for a report on the attitude. 

In the former case, an inclination on the part or psychology 

students to be critical of test purposes might engender any 

number of attention fluctuations destructive of an ex

perimentally defined organic set. Then, too, one can never 
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be very certain whether, and to .what extent, an attitude 

suggested to a given subject through simple verbal instruction 

can be induced and maintained. Had the alternative of asking 

for a description of attitude been adopted, the observation 

of attitude might have influenced the perception itself. It 

might be in point here _to restate the finding in connection 

with Group 111 that the perception probably was influenced 

by the questioning as to attitude. 

In addition to these two sources of error there were 

others inherent in the nature of the problem and the manner 

in which it was approached. The writer wishes to emphasize 

the fact that the limited number of data obtained is not 

meant to serve as any criterion for establishing principles of 

pattern-perception or of kinesthetic reproduction. ~e 

highly select nature of the group and the relatively small 

number of observers prevent any interpretations in terms of 

representativeness of response. The results, in terms of 

numerous introspective reports of kinesthetic reproductions 

and of interpretations in the light of a particular point or 

view, do not lend themselves readily to statistical analysis. 

The selection of stimulus material was largely based on 

subjective appraisal, and the evaluation of response was 

weighted by the choice or terminology in the introspective 

reports. Because of the limited number of reactions to a 

given pattern formulation, the degree of reliability in the 

re -sponses is ne.cessarily low and any statistical measure of 
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central tendency would not be applicable to larger groups 

selected at random. 

The nature of the subject's perceptual response in 

other but allied visual fields was not investigated. The 

extent to which other factors in perception than those des

cribed may have affected the total response was not determined. 

More careful methods of investigation leading to more accurate 

measurement of the interaction between the organism and 

continuously variable stimulus material are suggested in the 

body of the paper. 

Due recognition is given to a lack of experimental 

control relation to pattern illumination. Tachistoscopic 

distances and exposure timing were approximated within what 

the experimenter assumed satisfactory working limits. Attempts 

at grading patterns led to scales of approximate values rather 

than carefully defined levels of response. To what extent 

other uncontrolled environmental variables, such as temperature, 

noise, the moving of individuals in adjacent corridors wholly 

within the peripheral field of the subject, affected response 

was not determined. 

11. Figure Assimilation 

In considering "figure assimilation" (a perceptual 

phenomenon which was hypothecated by the experimenter to 

occur in the responses of the subjects to the type ofstimulus 



material planned) the stimulus patterns were classified by 

series as described in the section on procedure. It was 

initially assumed that the pattern as perceived by the 

recipient might be broken up into peripheral and central 

figure. This assumption is borne out by introspective reports 

to the effect that the central figure appears as a group in 

any member of a given series. Other members of the series 

may then be classified as to assimilation. 

Complete assimilation is defined as the condition in 

which all of the units of the central figure, together with 

some of the units of the peripheral figure, enter into some 

new complex. An illustration of an introspective report of 

complete assimilation is that given by subject Bon pattern 

5: ttThe top was in a curved line. The bottom (was) the 

same. There were two semi-circles." No discrimination was 

made between such instances and those in which an incompletely 

reproduced central figure had all its units grouped with 

units of the peripheral figure. 

Partial assimilation is defined as the condition in 

which some of the units of the central figure are grouped 

with units of the peripheral figure but other units of the 

central figure are grouped, if at all, only among themselves. 

As an example of the introspective reports which lead to this 

classification, . consider that of subject A on pattern 1: 

~There was one in the center, three diagonally from each 

corner of the bottom, two on each side of the top, and one 

or two in the center of the bottom.tt 
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Figure disruption is defined as the condition in which 

the central figure is broken up into two or more groups, 

none of which comprise units of the peripheral figure. An 

instance of the reports which lead to classification in this 

category is that of subject Pon pattern 6: "The corners were 

in groups of three. The red was on the first lines arranged 

in groups of three opposite to what the blacks were." 

A summary of assimilation stated in terms of instances 

of occurrence is presented in Table 1. It is evident at 

first glance that there are marked differences both among 

individuals and among patterns. It would be rather unfruitful 

to consider the problem from the standpoint of the individual 

differences because of variation among subjects in the number 

of patterns which could be classified. This was due in turn 

to the fact that some subjects more than others gave introspec

tions on grouping factors. This unmeasured factor would seem 

to account for the lack of any instances of figure assimilation 

listed under subject c, whose introspections have been discussed 

previous to this point. One should, however, be cautious in 

making such an interpretation of the responses of subject 1, 

since he insisted that he usually failed to get any grouping 

of dots. 

When differences among patterns are considered, however, 

several significant results arise, in the first place, there 

is the influence of symmetry on the perception of groupings. 

In those instances where the horizontally and vertically 
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symmetrical patterns show assimilation at all, the assimilation 

is complete. The whole pattern is then described as a unitary 

group. Furthermore, we find only one instance of disruption, 

whereas an even distribution of instances among the 25 patterns 

would give us four instances. This seems to bear out the 

previous findings on the influence of symmetry on grouping. 

The function of spatial contiguity is so definitely 

established that a discussion of it would be almost trite. 

However, mention may be ma.de of a few results of this most 

patent of figure assimilation determinants. In the three 

series (1, 3, 5) which have three positions of the central 

figure the nearest central figure is assimilated most often. 

Considering the two positions in which the central figure and 

peripheral figure do not have common axes of symmetry, one 

finds this condition to hold in every instance. There is a 

total of twenty-four instances of assimilation for the nearer 

position as compared with nine for the more distant. 

A clear contrast of assimilation with closed and with 

open groups may be drawn from the patterns of series 6 and?. 

Assimilation occurred much more frequently in the case of 

series 6, which is similar to but more open than series 7. 

In neither position of series 6 (pattern 5) yields five in

stances of complete assimilation and the second position 

(pattern 22} yields three instances of partial assimilation. 

Further, the maintenance or the central figure of series 

? as an independent group is indicated by the instances in 
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which the subjects asked if some or the designs were not 

being repeated. or a total of eight instances in which the 

question was asked, three occurred after presentation of 

pattern 18, two after pattern 19, and three in "general 

remarks." It may be noted that the central figure of pattern 

19 is also among the more olosed figures. The introspection 

of subject T illustrates how clearly pattern 7 must have 

stood out as two separate units; "You've given me this one 

before, I first noticed it was very familiar. I am sure it 

was the same one. I remember what I said about the other 

one. • • • Instead or seeing this as just patterns as I 

had seen the other one I had seen before it, I thought about 

a familiar one and its patterns." 

These observations give further support to the general 

law (13, p. 30) that strong configurations are more likely 

than weak to appear and maintain themselves. The more closed 

configuration is considered to be also the strongest by 

Wertheimer's Law of Nearness (13, p. 28), which states that 

parts separated by smaller intervals tend to form wholes 

rather than parts separated by larger intervals. 

A second contrast between closed and open grouping is 

seen in patterns 1 and 14. In the case of pattern l we have 

a very open grouping which is put 1.4 times as far away from 

the nearest unit of the peripheral figure as is the central 

figure of pattern 14. We have, however, in the first case 

four instances of complete assimilation as compared with two 



instances in the second case, and eight instances as compared 

with two instances of partial assimilation. This evidence is 

not as final as that relative to series 6 and 7, since 

pattern l is symmetrical with respect to the vertical axis, 

which according to data presented below seems to be a ''more 

preferred" axis than the horizontal. 

If the four patterns in which assimilation occurred most 

frequently are considered, it is found that there are included 

two patterns from the most open series, one pattern from a 

fairly open series in which the central figure is placed very 

close to the peripheral figure, and one relatively closed 

figure, two units of which are placed so close to two dots of 

the peripheral figure that the four group together. If the 

ten patterns which yielded no assimilation are considered, it 

is found that there are included six symmetrical figures, five 

of which comprise all black units and one of which contains a 

red central figure. There ere in addition two asymmetrical 

figures which contain red, and pattern 7, which has been 

discussed in connection with assimilation with open and closed 

groups. The tenth pattern is an asymmetrical pattern which 

was one of the two patterns not reproduced correctly by any 

subject and on which 13 subjects gave no introspection which 

could be used for classification because they were ambiguous 

or because they failed to mention grouping. 

There is one more useful classification of patterns. 

When we contrast assimilation of patterns in which the central 



figure is red with other patterns, we find significant 

differences, a swnmary of which is given in Table 2. Chance 

distribution would make all entries in column B 28% and all 

entries in column C 50%. An interpretation of column C is 

the more significant, since here one has the same patterns 

except for oolor. It is found that complete assimilation of 

the red figures is almost negligible, partial assimilation 

is very infrequent, independent grouping occurs more often 

than for black figures, and disruption occurs almost ex

clusively with red central figures. There was only one 

instance of assimilation of a red central figure by a subject 

who did not assimilate also the identical balok central figure. 

Of the seven instances of disruption, four instances occur in 

subjects who saw the identical black figure as assimilated. 

This would seem to indicate that disruption m~ght be in some 

cases a first step toward the development of figure assimilation. 

We might interpret disruption as the condition in which the 

inter- and intro-figure tensions are equal. For example, it 

might be that in the case of pattern 16 there are tendencies 

making for the grouping of the two sides of the central 

figure into a single group. This might be called intra-

figure tension, sinoe in certain positions the six are per

ceived together. There might be also tendencies toward the 

perception of each of the sides of the central figure with 

each of the top parts of the peripheral figure. This might 

be termed inter-figure tension, and it is indicated in some 
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Table 2 
Assimilation of Patterns Under Different 

Conditions 

Complete 
Assimilation 

Partial 
Assimilation 

Disruption 

Central figure 
seen es group 

A 
Total cases in 
patterns with 
red central 
figure 

1 

3 

7 

77 

B 
Column A 
expressed 

in% 

6 

60 

35 

C 
Column B if 
only patterns 
containing red 
and identical 
black patterns 
are considered 

4 

10 

90 

70 

of the introspective reports by just this grouping. If the 

two sides of the central figure are attracted equally to each 

other and to parts of the peripheral figure, they would hang 

apart as independent units. 

If it 1s permissible to draw tentative conclusions 

from 88 responses, it might be said that the steps in 

assimilation seem to be (1) independent grouping of figures, 

(2) disruption of figures, (3) partial assimilation, and 

(4) complete assimilation. There are no grounds for this 

assertion except that, in general, homogeneous groups are 

formed ~rom a constellation of several units, some of which 

are homogeneous and some heterogeneous. We should therefore 

expect to find the whole process of assimilation less developed 
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in the case of the red central figure. Further, the other 

patterns also show a decrease in instances progressing from 

independent grouping through partial assimilation to complete 

assimilation. 

There is suggested from the results of this experiment 

a manner in which the above problem might be approached. One 

might take three figures forming a pattern symmetrical about 

the vertical axis. In the beginning the three figures could 

be separated widely and slowly brought together, the subject 

being asked to report any change in his perception. One 

might even go so far as to suggest the figures of series 1 

as some which would probably prove useful. 

111. Symmetry 

The matter of symmetry has been brought up in connection 

with other results; however there yet are significant results 

relating to it. The subjects themselves seem3d to think it 

an important characteristic of a visual pattern, since they 

mentioned it a total of 48 times. 

A sUlIUIBry of the cases in which a horizontally and 

vertically symmetrical pattern was reproduced so as to be 

symmetrical with respect to only one or to neither of them is 

given in Table 3. Most often the reproduced pattern is 

symmetrical with respect to neither axis. When the horizontal 

and vertical axes are compared it is seen that the horizontal 

axis is dropped far more frequently than the vertical. The 

result holds for all groups, and the ratio or instances of 
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Summary of instances in which horizontally an<l 
Vertically symmetrical patterns were reproduced eo 
as to have not more than one axis of symmetry. 

( For discussion see text.) 
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vertical retention to horizontal retention is never less than 

20:6. The tield was not such as readily to permit or symmet

rical organization about any axis except the horizontal, 

vertical end diagonal. Al though Group 1 V contained tour 

patterns symmetrical about the horizontal, vertical, and 

diagonal axes and :four patterns symmetrical with respect to 

the diagonal only, there are no oases in which s::>me other 

axis was dropped out and the diagonal was maintained. 

Further, Lindemann (12, p. 507) round a preference for the 

horizontal and vertical directions. I:t' one aooepts, then, 

the horizontal and vertical as the most preferred axes of 

symmetry one finds that the vertical is the most preferred 

of all . 

An indication of individual differences in preferentail 

axes is given by the responses of subject Q. Those patterns 

L 
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Fi gure 7 
Pattern 19 as reproduced by subject~. 

(For explanation see text) 
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which w:>uld seem to be most readily closed by drawing 

diagonal lines were so reproduced as to seem to be closed 

by the drawing of horizontal or vertical lines. Her re

production of pattern 19 is given in figure?. 

Incidental to the problem outlined are some results 

bearing on aesthetics, affection, and symmetry. One subject 

spoke of pattern 16, which is symmetrical with respect to 

the vertical axis, as being "pretty." In her general remarks 

subject N said, "Designs that are symmetrical would make 

prettier patterns than others - more monotonous but pretty." 

Three subjects made reference to asymmetrical patterns. In 

two cases the term "repulsive" was used and in the other 

~not attractive." Subject H succinctly remarked, "Very un

symmetrical. Very disgusting." 
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SUMMARY OF RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS 

In reading this section the material presented in the 

section entitled "Limitations of the formulation and inter

pretation of results" should be borne in mind. 

1. If rigure assimilation occurs at all in patterns which 

are symmetrical with respect to the horizontal and 

vertical axes, the assimilation is complete. 

2. There is a stronger tendency toward figure assimilation 

in those patterns whose central figures are nearer the 

peripheral figures. 

3. There is a stronger tendency toward figure assimilation 

in those patterns mose central figures are relatively 

open. 

4. There is a stronger tendency toward figure assimilation 

when the two respective figures are or the same color 

than when they are of different colors. 

5. The steps in the development of figure assimilation seem 

to be: (1) independent grouping, (2) figure disruption, 

(3) partial assimilation, and (4) complete assimilation. 

6. The vertical axis is the most preferred axis of symmetry. 
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Patterns used with Group IV 
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